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(1) 

What is the importance of historical context in understanding a society?  (10 marks) 

Answer:  

Historical Context: 

Its refers to as event that occurred as an individual usually on a international way. 

It’s also refer to as an attitude surrounding particular movements and events. 

 

Importance of historical context:  

o It’s an important part of life and also a literature, without its memories and stories and character 

have less meanings. 

o In analyzing historical context events it motivated the people to behave as they did. 

o In more technical term the historical context refers to as social, economic, and political condition 

that existed during a certain times and also place. 

o '' The context also is event or climate of opinion. They also help to understand its urgency, its 

importance, its shape and also its time.'' 

o Therefore, its play a key role in understanding a society activities behaving the peoples as  well. 

o The peoples make a life event or settlement through the adaptation of historical context in front of 

their own, to know about life process adapted by the previously lives. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

(2) 

According to conflict approach of sociological perspective, which problems are people facing during this 

“Lockdown” situation? (10 marks) 

ANSWER 

o Lockdown is the reason of COVID that’s facing now a days. There many problem in this 

lockdown also there are some major problem which are facing now a days like more: 

 Economic, education, transport, marketing closing and also people suffer and the people s are mostly 

died during this period of time COVID-19. 

 In this lockdown it’s not possible to give training to the teachers by physical form and mostly education 

is the first sector which affected by the lockdown, all types of education institutions have been closed and 

also these activities are almost disturbed. 

 As we know that various low- risk industries including construction, fertilizers, glass manufacturing, 

mining and some other were given the green light re open with safety products in place. 

 In this situation we are facing health care problem due to unavailability of health necessity. All of the 

components are unavailable to full the needed facing us now a days. 

 Even media now a days play a key role in order to entertain the masses. 

 

(3) 

Nowadays, social media is the most influential agent of socialization. Explain why? (10 marks) 

ANSWER 

 



Social media now a days become a part of life which refers to connect or interaction amongst people as they 

create like share or exchange information in different networks. 

The others mostly using social media like Facebook, tweeter, Instagram are mostly using for chat like 

purposes and for many other purposes Social media also organized to interact with friends and family. 

 

BUSINESS: Later in business, people s wanted to take advantage of a popular communication method to 

reach out to customers. The power of social media is to share information with anyone on earth. 

Even the social media now a days play a key role in entertaining the masses as well. 

 

 

THE END….. 


